
VNPT eKYC
electronic Know Your Customer
A high-precision electronic identification solution to  

digitize customer experience, increase conversion 

rates,  and reduce risks for organiztions



WHY CHOOSE VNPT EKYC
VNPT’s Facial Recognition Technology reach the top 15 in global list



With VNPT eKYC, we always want to 

bring values to meet the expectations 

of our customers

Increase customer experience

Ensure transparency in information authentication

Shorten check-in time

Cut-back operating costs

Solve fake ID and information problems

Applying AI 

technology to extract 

and digitize 

information on 

personal documents; 

detect invalid cases

AI & OCR Technology

Using Near-Field 

Communications (NFC) 

to read information on 

ID cards with chip, 

which increases 

accuracy and security

NFC Technology

Integrated Facial 

Biometric 

Recognition System 

with high accuracy

Facial biometrics 
authentication

Applying AI technology to 

detect the reliability of 

personal documents and 

portrait; determine 

photos taken directly or 

through another device 

or virtual camera

Liveness Detection 
Technology

Supporting cross-

platform from iOS 9.0 

and Android 4.2 to 

higher version with 

easy and fast 

integration in just a 

few hours

SDK

OUR VALUES

OUR TECHNOLOGIES



EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES
Digitalize every touch point on all mobile devices and computers

02 Information retrieval from 
chip-based citizen ID by NFC 

Read the chip of citizen ID by NFC. The information is verified 

completely and accurately, reducing the risk of forging documents 

compared to authenticating documents with pictures

✓ Citizen identity card (all versions)

✓ Chip-based citizen ID

✓ Military ID card

✓ Passport (Vietnamese or foreign)

✓ Driver license (all versions)

01 Personal documents 
identification and extraction

Identify and extract (OCR) most valid personal documents under 

current Vietnamese law such as:



✓ Only confirm customers' selfie photos in real time

✓ Authenticate a person's signs of life and reject fake faces (printed 

photos, photos displayed on electronic devices, 2D/ 3D masks 

and non-human faces)

✓ Detect faces that fail to meet minimum requirements, obscured 

faces or faces with closed eyes

04 Portrait authentication
Immediately detect fake portraits and give instant warning

✓ Detect documents that are smudged, damaged, cropped, 

erased, etc

✓ Detect documents with swapped portrait

✓ Detect expired documents

✓ Detect counterfeit documents (scanned, photocopy,...)

✓ Check the logic of information on docments to detect anomalies

03 Detecting unsatisfactory 
personal documents

Ensure to detect most of the cases in which documents are not 

eligible for registration
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06 Data checking
and cross-validation

Build an identity database that helps businesses check and cross-

validate data to maximize counterfeit detection as well as ensure 

user safety

05 Enforced authentication
via video and voice

Detect cases of deliberately spoofing faces, especially cases of using fake 

faces (photos, videos taken from devices, masks...) through video calls, 

face-authentication videos and voice authentication by random number 

sequences



08 Providing error monitoring tools to 
promptly react to abnormal incidents

Provide users with powerful tools to statistics and monitor errors 

according to the selected timeframe, which helps to quickly detect 

abnormalities and make decisions to prevent or handle them

07 3-level security to avoid 
information leakage and theft

Integrated versions are built on the most advanced three-level security 

model, minimizing high-tech phishing tricks to infiltrate and steal information



AWARDS
VNPT eKYC solution is honored to win many prestigious awards

Gold award for applying the AI category 

to security

Security Global Excellence Awards
Gold award for applying the AI category 

to security

Asia Communication Awards

Bronze Stevie Winner 2020

Stieve Awards
VNPT eKYC - Top 10 VNPT 

Security Enterprises

Top 10 IT enterprises in 2020

The 3rd prize of Vietnamese Talent 

Awards in 2019

Vietnamese Talent
2020 Sao Khue Award

Sao Khue

Secure information technology 

solutions for digitization 2020

Chia Khoa Vang
Third prize for excellent digital products

Make In Vietnam



55
Top 55

Telecommunication Brands worldwide

10
Top 10 Vietnamese

IT enterprises

100+
IT engineers

5000+
Experienced

AI experts

WHY CHOOSE US
The leading information technology provider in Vietnam



OUR CUSTOMERS
We are trusted by top partners



Email

Contact_dx@vnpt.vn

Address

57th Huynh Thuc

Khang str,  Dong Da

province, Hanoi city

Website

https://vnpt.com.vn/

Hotline

088.956.1166

082.346.6994

Website eKYC

https://ekyc.vnpt.vn

mailto:Contact_dx@vnpt.vn

